Mercurr Solarium
with LED spots and UV light
Mercurr Solarium LED, UV 400 / Article no. 20-5-05-30400

The MeRCuRR is built to the highest specification with a heatresistant,
colored reinforced plastic body. Because of its compactshape the
solarium is in combination with a washing place the idealplace to take
of your horse. The front is raised to allow free movementof the horses
neck and features rounded edges to avoid injury.Acombination of 22
IR lamps and 4 circulation fans ensure an even andpleasant
temperature over your horse.
The 2 UV lamps are an excellent substitute for the sun. The radiators
have a regulative effect on the vegetative nervous system and an
increase in the elasticity and responsiveness of the Redox system. For
the organism this means preservation and under certain circumstances
even an increase in performance.

Chamfered neck part
Rounded edges
Good heat partition
Suitable for washroom
Automatic Circulation air blower
CE Marking

The 9 built-in LED spots provide sufficient light during grooming.

Characteristics
By using a high-quality infrared lamp (see downloads), a plastic body and plastic lamp holders, the efficiency of the
solarium is much higher than the conventional solariums. The lamps are placed higher than the bottom surfaces and
cannot fall out of the fitting. This minimizes the chance of contact with the warm IR lamps. The fans automatically switch
on at an internal temperature of 30 degrees C so that no cold air is blown over your horse.

Specifications
Length

190 cm

Width

132 cm

Thickness

40 cm

Weigth

45Kg

Basic material

Reinforced heat resisting plastic

Colour

Black / Silver Grey

Number of IR lamps

20 x 150W

Power supply

3xL+N+PE 400 Volt

Power usage

3780 Watt

Fuse with

3x16A

IP rating

IP 54

Air blower

4x 90m3, automatic at 30grC

Suspension

4x chains (1 meter) and swing hooks

Suplied as standard

Power cable 10 mtr including plugs

Quality mark

CE / NEN 3140 / OSH

Transport weight

65 kg

Transport size

1 pallet 120x80x220 cm

Number of UV lamps

2 x 300W

Number of LED lamps

9 x 5W 4000K
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